Winter Wonders by Katie Pertiet

Designer Cardstock

This coordinating, double-sided paper is filled with wintery designs. Mix and match with the other pieces in the collection. Includes 10 sheets double-sided, patterned cardstock.
Pocket Journal Cards | 30 CARDS!

These cards are designed specifically for the Slip-in Multi-pocket Pages but work equally as well on non-pocket layouts. Combine these with border strips, created for pocket pages, to create a quick album or with 2” border strips for a memorable layout. Includes 30 double-sided, coordinating cards; two sets of 15 designs.

*Images above do not include all Winter Wonders by Katie Pertiet Pocket Journal Cards

2” Border Strips | 12 STRIPS!

Add some coordinating flair to your pages with our 2” Border Strips. Each strip is printed on both sides so you have dozens of patterns to choose from!
Pocket Border Strips

These border strips are designed specifically for the Slip-in Multi-pocket Pages but work equally as well on non-pocket layouts. Combine these with journal cards, created for pocket pages, to create a quick album.